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Abstract
This thesis demonstrates the benefits of utility communication based on Internet
technology, some dangers in using Internet technology in establishing a utility intranet
connecting protection and control systems, and compares three different approaches to
making reservations for routing traffic in the utility intranet based on different levels of
background traffic. A model of expected background traffic on a national utility intranet
is presented.

The Utility Communication Architecture 2.0 and the International

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61850 began laying the groundwork in 2002 in
establishing an infrastructure allowing power substations, program logic controllers,
remote terminal units, intelligent electronic devices, and other devices to effectively and
efficiently communicate over a utility intranet that is based on Internet standards using
commercial of the shelf (COTS) components. This intranet will almost certainly be
based on Internet standards due to their widespread use, low cost, and easy migration
path over time. Even though it’s based on Internet technology the utility intranet will
allow utilities to connect to one another without exposing them to threats from the
Internet. This will provide utilities with the needed insight into other areas of the power
grid enabling them to better manage its operation. The Electrical Power Communication
Synchronization Simulator (EPOCHS) is used in this thesis to run simulations that
models network traffic over a power infrastructure in order to show the effects of using
different protocols, bandwidth reservations, and varying levels of background traffic will
have on the quality of service of intranet traffic, with the end result of improving the
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insight the different regions of the utility intranet will have with each other. EPOCHS
provides the required simulation environment needed to integrate a network simulator
with an electromechanical power simulator to run the simulations.
This research discusses the benefits of utility communication, the likely pitfalls in
the use of Internet technology for protection and control systems, and technologies that
can help mitigate those pitfalls. A total of 48 different simulation configurations are
performed based on background traffic, reservation type, IP transport protocols, and
routing scheme used to determine which configuration is best suited for use on a utility
intranet.
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EVALUATING SECURITY AND QUALITY OF SERVICE CONSIDERATIONS
IN CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

I. Introduction
Background
The electric power grid of North America is a complex set of interconnected
systems spanning thousands of miles.

The grid must be operated so a balance is

maintained between supply and demand. This process is made even more complex by
the restructuring of the power grid, to include deregulation and competitive markets for
electricity. The restructuring has changed the organizational structures of the electricity
supply industry as well as the operations of power systems. To ensure interoperability
between the various systems, information needs to be shared amongst the operators in
different regions in a timely manner.
The population of the United States has continued to grow and the demand for
power keeps increasing. Even though the demand for power continues to increase, the
communications infrastructure of the power grid and the power grid itself has grown at a
slower pace. This situation can and usually does result in power outages that can cascade
to affect a much larger area because the grid is run closer to capacity as the demand
continues to increase. The lack of communications infrastructure was highlighted during
the 14 August 2003 blackout when logs showed operator interaction as the crisis
unfolded was severely inhibited.
The Midwest Independent System Operator’s (MISO) state estimation system
stopped receiving updates on its systems when the Supervisory Control and Data
1

Acquisition (SCADA) information from nearby CINergy’s domain stopped arriving on
lines that failed during the beginning stages of the blackout. The MISO power system
operators failed to notice the fact that SCADA information was not being displayed and
did not receive the resulting alarm. The lack of operator awareness was one of the major
reasons for the blackout in MISO’s region. None of the other neighboring regions had a
clear picture of what was unfolding and they normally don’t, even under the best of
conditions. This resulted in the blackout cascading far beyond the Ohio-based First
Energy’s borders [1].
The above example is complicated with the recent deregulation of the electric
power grid. In order to promote competition within the electric market, deregulation
mandates the delivery of status information about operational and market conditions to
legitimate market participants. Real time exchange of data may take place between and
among control centers, power plants, transmission substations, distribution substations,
residential customers, industrial customers, and commercial customers for operational
tasks and market trading. Figure 1 provides an example of the proposed interactions of
the grid participants of a deregulated power market. The communication infrastructure of
the power grid is not capable of disseminating operational and market data, and status
information with the flexibility, robustness, and timeliness to meet today’s standards [2].
The power industry has shown it is ready to move to the next generation of
communication systems to better connect the power grid and allow it to meet its
increased demands, thus preventing a cascading blackout as described in the above
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Figure 1. Deregulated Electric Power Market [2]

scenario. The advent of UCA 2.0 [3], IEC 61850 [4], and wide area measurement
systems (WAMS) in the western U.S. are examples of three initiatives that are helping
migration toward a future utility intranet.

The utility intranet will enable the

communication elements of the power grid to be interconnected much the same way as
the components of the power grid are currently integrated. The network will allow for
better communication, protection and control of the grid, insight into other areas, and
sharing of data and power amongst the various regions of the grid. Care must be taken to
ensure the protocols, security, quality of service (QoS), network capacities, and routing
3

schemes used are properly equipped to handle the demands communicating on the power
grid will require. QoS for the power grid is defined as the delivery of data in a timely
manner with adequate bandwidth, reliability, security, and redundancy to meet the
communication requirements the grid will require [5].
Ensuring the reliability of the power grid is also critical because of the increased
threat our SCADA systems that protect our critical information infrastructure face. The
United States (U.S.) military has discovered evidence in Afghanistan that al-Qaida
terrorist groups were researching SCADA systems and cyber terrorism is quickly
becoming a target of interest for terrorist groups [6]. Based on this threat, more must be
done to provide better insight into the different parts of the power grid so different
regions can be alerted to such events.
Since 1965 there have been 9 major North American Blackouts and from 1979 to
1995 there were 162 disturbances reported by the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC). Based on the analysis of the blackouts and disturbances it was
determined a high percentage of these disturbances were partly caused by inadequate
real-time monitoring and operating control systems, communication systems, and delayed
restoration problems [7].
Unless something is done to improve the communications infrastructure of the
power grid, events like the ones that led to the August 2003 blackout could become more
common. As we keep running the power system closer to its limits, thus making it less
stable, something must be done to improve the monitoring technology in order to assist in
stabilizing the grid.

4

The research described in this document advocates the establishment of a longterm research program whose goal is to establish a next generation communication
networking infrastructure that will enhance the sharing of critical information about the
status of the power grid amongst the various regions of the grid. This infrastructure can
be referred to as a utility intranet that connects the power grid to enable the sharing of
time critical information about its status. The infrastructure will take into consideration
the various types of traffic expected to be found on the utility intranet and explore ways
to reserve bandwidth in middleware and routers to ensure delivery of the most critical of
traffic.
Problem Statement
I read several chapters from the final report of the 2003 blackout [1] and one of
the recurring themes from this report is the lack of situational awareness throughout the
grid. Lack of situational awareness has been a theme in every major blackout in North
America in recent history, yet we are making slow progress in this critical infrastructure
mission area. While the situational awareness within one region may be sufficient, the
regions lacked the insight into other areas of the grid to properly stabilize it.
The current communications technology that interconnects the grid is insufficient
to handle the communication demands required to ensure its reliable operation as the grid
becomes more stressed. NERC consists of eight regional reliability councils, shown in
Figure 2, which assist in improving the reliability of the North American power grid.
The regions consist of members from all segments of the electric power industry. To
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Figure 2. NERC Regions [8]

assist with the operation of the power grid the various NERC regions contain balancing
authorities.
There are a total of 131 balancing authorities (Figure 3) in the North American
Power Grid. They have the responsibility to integrate resource plans ahead of time,
maintain load-interchange-generations balance within a Balancing Authority Area, and
supports interconnection frequency in real time [8]. Balancing authorities are spread

6

Figure 3. NERC Balancing Authorities [9]

throughout the NERC regions and are essential for the efficient operation of the power
grid. Along with the NERC regions, balancing authorities must have proper insight into
the various parts of the grid, both within and among the different NERC regions, if they
are to assist in preventing cascading outages.
The key to preventing cascading outages is to enable better insight by different
utilities into other utilities area of responsibility. A communication system needs to be
established to replace the archaic system currently being utilized by the power industry to
meet these demands. This proposed system is known as a utility intranet, as mentioned
earlier in this paper.
7

A scheme needs be put in place to monitor the power grid and provide detailed
status of power generation and load on the grid. The scheme used in this research is a
special protection scheme (SPS). The SPS monitors the grid via the use of agents and
provides essential information via the utility intranet to other buses on the grid.
Previous work looked at how greater communication might impact the grid using
a SPS as an example. This thesis looks at the impact unreliable communication might
have on such schemes.
This research will also take into account the different types of background traffic
that may be found on the utility intranet. To overcome the delays that can be caused by
the background traffic, bandwidth reservation techniques are used to ensure mission
critical traffic gets to its destination in a timely manner. Delays of milliseconds can be
costly when dealing with the effective and safe operation of the power grid.
When the Internet was created, it was not designed for the time sensitive, critical
protection and control demands that is common with the power grid. Also, the current
communications structure of the power grid was not designed for this type of
communication. A lot of the components of the current power grid are proprietary and
don't interact well with components from other manufacturers. With the advent of the
UCA 2.0 and IEC 61850, components are now being deployed that can support the
increased communication needs of the power grid.

This will provide for better

communication to meet the faster responses, better coordination, and increased
correctness needed by the power community [10].

8

Our experiments use the size and frequency of expected traffic while using
different protocols with various levels of background traffic in a power protection and
control scenario involving bandwidth reservations in network communication.

This

research demonstrates how effective middleware can be if all the traffic is known,
understood, and passes through the middleware layer.

Otherwise, the experiments

demonstrate the best way to handle reservations is from making them in the router where
all the utility intranet traffic will pass.
Where bandwidth reservations are made can have an impact on the QoS and
reliability of network traffic and will be crucial to the development of a future utility
intranet. This thesis explores the consequences of no reservations, making reservations in
middleware, and finally making reservations in routers while also dealing with competing
background traffic and SPS agent traffic.
Preview
In summary, the composition of a utility intranet based on Internet technology is
needed is order to ensure reliable communication of an overburdened power grid and to
help prevent cascading blackouts like the one on 14 August 2003. Protocols based on
Internet Protocol (IP) networks will be evaluated to ensure the utility intranet uses the
most adequate protocol.

In this thesis we conduct experiments comparing the

effectiveness of making reservations in middleware and routers, thus ensuring reliable
delivery of SPS agent traffic using different protocols and different levels of background
traffic. The EPOCHS simulation system will be used to link Network Simulator 2 (NS2)
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and Power System Simulator for Engineers (PSS/E) simulators into a federation of
simulators for running the experiments.
This chapter provided an introduction of the research subject area and presented a
brief overview of the problem set. Chapter II introduces the reader to the subject matter
and gives background information on research that has already been conducted in this
area. Chapter II also describes how this research is different from previous research on
the same topic. Chapter III gives a full explanation of the methodology and details the
approach used in conducting the experiments.

Chapter IV compares the different

experiments conducted and presents the results is a logical manner. Finally, Chapter V
summarizes the experiment results, explains the significance of the research, and presents
areas for future research.
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II. Literature Review
Chapter Overview
This chapter gives an introduction to background material that gives a detailed
overview of the research areas of this thesis. It will also describe research that has been
conducted in wide area protection and control systems and describe some of the basic
concepts of the utility intranet. Next, a discussion of the benefits of using networked
communication in implementing a wide area protection and control system that meets the
needs of the power grid is presented. Finally, I will discuss how this thesis differs from
the previous research that's been conducted in this area.
Background
As stated earlier, since 1965 there have been 9 major North American Blackouts
and from 1979 to 1995 there have been 162 disturbances reported by NERC. Lack of
situational awareness was a contributing factor in a majority of those cases. In order to
lessen the severity and number of blackouts and disturbances it's essential to share
information about the status of the power grid in a timely manner amongst the various
regions.

The dynamics of the power grid are normally global in nature, but the

configuration of grid status data is normally constrained to a single substation where it
originated.

Considering the complexity and interconnection of the power grid, it’s

essential to share as much information as possible about its status.
Power system equipment is designed to operate within certain limits and any
deviation to those limits can have serious consequences if actions to alleviate the
situation are not taken immediately. If an event occurs that causes the system to operate
11

outside valid limits, it may cause a further series of actions that switch other equipment
out of service, thus causing cascading outages resulting in a widespread blackout [11].
An example of the above scenario is a single transmission line is open due to
some type of event happening on the grid. The result is extra megawatts (MW) being
transmitted on the remaining lines. If one of the remaining lines has too much load on it
due to the opening of the other line, it could also open due to relay action. Now the
remaining lines have too much load on them and can overheat and also go down, thus
causing that area of the grid to have a blackout. If this situation is not observed by the
other control centers the outage could cascade and eventually cause a widespread
blackout.
The events of 14 August 2003 highlighted the inadequacy of the current
communication system of the power grid.

A critical monitoring system failed and

regions outside the region directly affected by the failure failed to notice the outage.
Protection and control system operators were unable to make sense of fluctuating
voltages and line frequencies that occurred over a period of several hours.

This

prevented operators from taking corrective action that could have prevented or at least
lessened the effect of the cascading outage [1].
Because of proprietary equipment traditionally used on the power grid,
communicating high demand, time-sensitive traffic is often difficult, if not impossible. A
network structure should be built to enable effective communication on the next
generation utility intranet. In order to accomplish this we need to explore the different
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protocols available on the Internet, bandwidth reservation techniques, and the architecture
of a future utility intranet.
Recent efforts, such as the UCA 2.0, IEC 61850, and Wide Area Measurement
Systems (WAMS) Project in the Western U.S., have shown the industry is committed to
establishing a common architecture with real time intelligent agents to improve the
functionality of the North American power grid. A communication infrastructure that
enables the sharing of time-sensitive information in a timely manner is essential. The
technology will be based on UCA 2.0 and IEC 61850 standards to ensure compatibility.
IEC 61850
The electrical power grid of North America involves almost 3,500 utilities that
keep supply and demand in balance while abiding by the loading constraints of
transmission lines. All along, transmission lines are operating nearer towards their safety
limits.

Communication on the power grid is being conducted with rudimentary

communications technology and is also being performed with power communication
equipment that is decades old. The result is stability problems being created much
quicker than they can be corrected [5]. To correct this problem, components that will
make up the future communications infrastructure of the power grid should be IEC 61850
compliant. IEC 61850 standard is a superset of the UCA 2.0 and is leading the way
towards next-generation communication systems in order to meet the increased demands
of the electric power grid.
The traditional approach to sharing information among substations is through the
use of standard Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) protocols that are designed for operating
13

over bandwidth limited serial links. While many of these systems still exist, the new
standard is to use Ethernet technology, thus enabling high speed communication among
substations. IEC 61850 ensures standardization so communication on the grid can take
advantage of technology and dramatically reduce the overhead cost of establishing
substation automation that goes far beyond the simply RTU approach used in most
systems today.
IEC 61850 is a new approach to substation integration and automation that
leverages modern computer and networking technology to maximize reliability and
performance while minimizing installation, design, and commissioning costs. Since its
inception in 2002, IEC 61850 is used in hundreds of substations world-wide for
substation automation and is growing daily [4]. As legacy equipment is phased out it will
most likely be replaced with IEC 61850 compliant equipment and standards.
The standard is based on object oriented models of how devices look and behave
to network applications.

IEC 61850 standard specifies the protocol standard,

communication requirements, functional characteristics, structure of the data in the
devices, and how conformity to the standards should be tested for substation integration.
The bottom line is IEC 61850 reduces the cost of substation design, installation,
commissioning, and operation combined with the ability in implement new and improved
functionality. This is not available using legacy RTU communication schemes that have
been used in substations of the past and are still used in substations throughout the North
American power grid [4].

14

Wide Area Monitoring
The Department of Energy (DOE) conducted research beginning in 1989 to assess
and determine research and development needs of the electric power system operation.
As a result, the WAMS Project was launched in 1995 by the DOE jointly with Bonneville
Power Administration and the Western Area Power Administration [12]. The WAMS
project intent was to enhance control and operation of the power grid as a means for
serving customer demands in an environment with increased competition, additional
services, and narrower operating margins. With the growth, increased strain, and pattern
of instability on the Western power grid, this effort was deemed essential if the Western
grid was to remain stable with increased system efficiencies and capacity. While the
WAMS project is promising it puts a lot of strain on the underlying communication
infrastructure especially if it is going to be used in conjunction with a utility intranet.
To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of WAMS the concept of agents as
used in this research could be incorporated. Agents not only provide protection for local
components, but they are also intelligent and can act, respond, monitor, and share
information among other agents throughout the communication infrastructure of the grid.
The current grid architecture can be categorized as information starved because of its lack
of situational awareness.

By upgrading the communication infrastructure and

implementing agents that examine system behavior and share information in near realtime the grid will be better suited to meet the increased demands, improve stability, and
more efficiently operate to improve profit margins. This research uses SPS agents for
communicating protection and control traffic among the various substations in the
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simulations. A detailed overview of agents and how they are utilized is given in Chapter
III.
Transport Layer Protocols
The utility intranet will almost certainly consist of COTS components that are
compliant with current Internet technology and meet IEC 61850 standards because to do
otherwise would be very expensive. Based on this, it's important to evaluate the two
most popular transport layer protocols of the Internet that will most likely be used for the
utility intranet.
At the network layer, the IP service model provides a best effort delivery service.
The best effort delivery service means the network layer will make every effort to ensure
packets are delivered but it makes no guarantees. IP does not guarantee sequential
delivery of packets, doesn’t guarantee the integrity of the packets, and doesn't guarantee
orderly delivery of the packets. As the amount of traffic on the network increases, the
probability of it being successfully delivered to the destination is hampered. For these
reasons, IP is said to be an unreliable service [13]. Because of this, it's required that we
take a look at two of the more popular transport layer protocols on IP based networks.
Transmission Control Protocol
While the network layer provides logical communication between the hosts, it's
the transport layer that provides logical end-to-end communication between processes.
Since the IP layer doesn't guarantee delivery, it can be supplemented at the transport layer
with Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP provides transmission guarantees to
ensure packets aren't lost and never delivered to their destination host in an unreliable
16

manner. This makes the combination of TCP/IP a viable choice of protocols for use on a
utility intranet.
Reliability is ensured by guaranteeing transmissions through the use of
acknowledgements (ACKs). When the destination host receives a packet it responds with
an ACK to inform the sending host the packet has been received. If an ACK has not been
received by the sending host after a certain amount of time it will retransmit the lost
packet, thus ensuring reliable delivery.
TCP is said to be connection-oriented because the processes involved in the
communication must send some preliminary information to each other in order to
establish the session. The connection is only maintained at the end processes. The
routers and link layer switches are not involved in establishing or maintaining the session
except as a medium for packets to traverse. State information is maintained by the end
processes and the connection is taken down when all communication is finished.
A TCP connection is a full-duplex, point-to-point service. Full duplex simply
means one process can send packets to the destination process while at the same time
receive packets from the destination process. The connection between the two processes
is said to be point-to-point because the connection is only between two hosts. There is a
single sending host and a single receiving host on each end of the communication. It's
not possible to send multicast messages with TCP since this involves having more than
one receiving host. If one wants to do this they will have to use User Datagram Protocol
(UDP), which is discussed in the next section.
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TCP uses flow control and congestion control to help prevent hosts, routers, and
data link layer switches from being overwhelmed with traffic. With flow control each
receiving host has a buffer for receiving incoming packets and the available space in the
buffer is advertised to the sender so the sender doesn't send more traffic than the receiver
can handle. The amount of space left in the buffer is sent in the ACK messages from
sender to receiver. The sender needs to know the amount of space free in the buffer so it
doesn’t overwhelm the receiver's ability to process traffic that is received. Even though
this action may prevent the sender from overwhelming the receiver with information,
there are still a lot of nodes on the Internet that are competing for resources. To ensure
the other routers and data link switches on the network aren't overloaded with traffic,
TCP uses congestion control.
Congestion is caused when too many sources on the network are sending data
faster than the network can reliably handle. Congestion can cause packets to be lost at
the routers due to buffer overflows and can cause packets to be delayed due to queuing in
the routers. In order to handle these situations, TCP uses a three phase congestion control
mechanism. Congestion is tracked by each side of a connection by an additional variable
called CongWin (congestion window).

CongWin limits the rate that data can be

introduced to the network by the sender. The first phase of congestion control is known
as slow start.
When the connection is first established the sending host sends one packet. Each
subsequent round the sender exponentially increase the number of packets it sends until it
reaches a threshold. The sender will send one packet, followed by two packets the next
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round, followed by four packets the next round, etc., and it keeps doubling until the
threshold is reached. At this point phase two begins with an additive increase. In the
additive increase phase one additional packet is sent each round until a timeout event
occurs or the sender receives three duplicate ACKs. If a timeout event occurs the
CongWin is reset to one and the slow start phases begins again. If the sender receives
three duplicate ACKs the CongWin will be cut in half and the CongWin will grow
linearly.

Receiving a timeout is more indicative of congestion in a network then

receiving three duplicate ACKs. The behavior of TCP's congestion control is shown in
Figure 4.
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TCP is ideal for emails, file transfers, and other applications that are not time
sensitive, but problems can arise when TCP is used to send data in a time critical manner.
Since TCP is point-to-point it's not sufficient for sending data to more than one host
which is needed in power monitoring systems. Protection and control data must be
priority number one and TCP doesn't provide any provisions for prioritizing traffic.
Because of the overhead in establishing a session along with the slow start ramp up phase
of TCP, timely delivery of time-sensitive data can be hampered. As network utilization
increases TCP’s congestion control mechanism begins taking action, which can delay
time-sensitive data. If a TCP connection is already established between hosts and a new
event occurs that needs to be transmitted, it's difficult to establish a new TCP connection
or ramp up an already established connection. The above behavior is inherent to TCP
and makes it less than ideal for protection and control data of the power grid.
We have identified sources of background traffic that we project will be present in
a utility intranet, to include fault data that might be 2.4 Megabytes (MB) in size and is
described in Chapter III. The blackout of 14 August 2003 consisted of a series of
cascading outages that originated in Ohio, traveled around the Great Lakes Region in
Michigan, through Canada, and into New York.

In all, the blackout that began in

Cleveland, Ohio and cascaded to the Northeastern U.S. took a total of seven minutes,
lasted for four days in some areas, and cost billions of dollars [1]. As the blackout
cascaded, event after event occurred on the power grid causing a significant increase of
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event traffic. The inherent behavior of TCP can cause the time sensitive traffic to be
delayed when it’s needed the most.
User Datagram Protocol
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a connectionless, best-effort, bare-bones
protocol for the transport layer of the Internet. UDP is said to be connectionless because
there is no handshaking between the sending and receiving transport layer entities. UDP
is bare-bones because all UDP does on top of IP is take messages from the application,
add source and destination ports for multiplexing and demultiplexing service, and adds a
length and checksum field before passing the segment to the network layer.
Unlike TCP, UDP support multicast transmission whether it's one-to-many or
many-to-many. UDP is also advantageous over TCP when transmitting time sensitive
data. There is no handshaking thus saving time, no connection has to be established
between nodes eliminating a source of transmission delays, data is transmitted
immediately when it is sent and there are no queuing delays at the routers. It is obvious
UDP is the preferred method over TCP for transmitting time sensitive data.
The downside of UDP is that it is not reliable. It is a send-and-forget transport
layer protocol because it sends data and doesn’t provide any mechanisms to ensure
delivery of the data.

If UDP is utilized, some mechanism must be added at the

application layer to ensure reliability of transmitted data. Based on this, UDP by itself is
not a preferred method for sending data across the utility intranet because the protection
and control data of the power grid must have guaranteed delivery.
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Neither TCP nor UDP is a sufficient transport layer protocol for the timesensitive, reliability guaranteed needs the communication system of the power grid will
require without modifying them in some way.

There have been some middleware

approaches to traffic management and engineering that have been developed to assist in
meeting these needs.
Middleware Approaches to Traffic Management
Even tough TCP and UDP offer certain advantages, they fail to meet the needs of
power grid communication during times of line faults and other major events due to the
increased need for bandwidth. It's essential for power protection and control equipment
that's communication dependent to be able to communicate during these events,
especially during times of cascading outages. Neither TCP nor UDP offer guaranteed
bandwidth on the communication network of the power grid, thus are not the solution
without having assistance from another mechanism. This research promotes the use of a
two-prong approach using both middleware-based traffic engineering and bandwidth
reservations. This approach allows the network to efficiently and effectively handle
routing background traffic and the occasional traffic spike that will result from line faults
and other events. This research is centered on bandwidth reservations.
In a distributed environment like the power grid, middleware is defined as the
software layer that lies beneath the applications layer and above the operating system,
provides common abstractions across a distributed environment, and helps manage the
complexity and heterogeneity inherent in distributed systems [14]. The large diversity of
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software, hardware, and vendors on the power grid makes a middleware approach very
attractive.
The middleware approach mentioned above for traffic engineering or traffic
management is a strategy where the nodes on a network coordinate their traffic in order
to reduce network congestion, enhance reliability on the network, and respond better to
network disruptions. Astrolabe [15] and GridStat [2] are two such middleware systems
that have been researched for potential use on the power grid.
Astrolabe
Astrolabe, developed by a group at Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, is a highly
scalable monitoring system that is able to track variables system wide. It's a information
management service that monitors the dynamically changing state of a collection of
distributed resources. Astrolabe reports summaries of this information to its users.
Astrolabe uses zones to gather, aggregate, and disseminates information. All
zones are represented by an identifier except for the root zone. Zones can be overlapping
if they have one or more hosts in common and non-overlapping of they don't have any
host in common. Figure 5 shows an example of a three level zone tree in Astrolabe. The
top level is the root zone and has three child zones. Each zone has an attribute list known
as a Management Information Base (MIB) and runs an Astrolabe agent on each host. The
zone hierarchy is specified by the system administrator when he initializes the zone's
agent [15].
Astrolabe does not rely on bandwidth reservation, but instead uses a peer-to-peer
gossip protocol to probabilistically ensure updates are received.
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Using the gossip

protocol results in a system that's robust against many types of disruption; including
patterns of localized network disruption typical of network overloads and distributed
denial of service attacks [16].
Representatives from the agents within each zone are elected to take
responsibility for running the gossip protocol. If something happens to the agent or it
becomes unsuitable, the protocol will automatically elect another agent to take its place.
As long as a reasonable amount of update messages arrive over time, lost updates will not
be an issue.

Figure 5. An example of a three-level Astrolabe zone tree [15]

Several experiments were conducted evaluating Astrolabe to see if it meets the
communications demands of the power grid. The conclusions drawn were that Astrolabe
is well suited to the monitoring needs of the electric power grid for disturbances that take
place over a time scale of minutes or more. The drawbacks to Astrolabe are the gossip
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rates have to be set very rapidly or it will be too slow for notifications when an urgent
event occurs, it operates continuously and that could be a security concern in some
settings, and it has week consistency [16].
GridStat
GridStat is a Message-Oriented-Middleware (MOM) that distributes data via
message exchange. MOM provides an abstraction of a message queue that’s available
across the network. Users can pull messages based on a queuing order without direct
interactions with the publisher. One of the specializations of MOM is its publishersubscriber and status dissemination capabilities.
Status dissemination middleware is specialized for status variables and has a
strong implication of real-time behavior. The publisher produces at a known rate and the
middleware must meet the real-time requirements of its subscribers.

Also, as the

variables are updated with additional state information, the variable can be filtered to
meet the needs of the subscriber thus saving bandwidth. The filtering is made possible by
a number of QoS requirements imposed on the variables tracked by the status
dissemination middleware. This is not possible with traditional publisher-subscriber
middleware.
As shown in Figure 6, nodes can be in the form of a publisher, subscriber, or both.
The interaction is handled by the status routers that make up the communication
infrastructure and forwards status variables to subscribers. The publishers don’t care who
subscribes to its published variables and the subscribers are able to subscribe to variables
and state the given rate of updates needed and the required level of redundant paths. If
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the subscriber’s demands can’t be meet they are informed immediately by the applicable
QoS broker [2].

Figure 6. Detailed Architecture of GridStat [2]

Quality of service can be guaranteed because all traffic sources have to register
with the middleware system. The middleware system ensures the quality of the network
traffic is less than the capacity of the network. If traffic sources exceed their registered
network usage levels, don’t register with the system, or request QoS parameters that can't
be meet by the system, the applicable QoS broker will inform the subscriber its request
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can't be meet. Table 1 shows an example of QoS properties and policies for a typical
GridStat system.
GridStat is work in progress and more work needs to be accomplished before it
can be released on a large scale. An alternative method to traffic management on a
network is through bandwidth reservations at the network layer.

Table 1. QoS Properties and Policies [2]
QoS Property

Policy

Delivery Guarantee

best-effort, at-most-once, at-least-once, exactly-once

Message Priority

FIFO, EDF, priority

Overflow Control

ANY, FIFO, LIFO, or message priority

Bandwidth Reservations
Bandwidth reservations are another way to regulate network traffic through the
use of reservations in routers. Two popular ways of making reservations for network
traffic is through the use of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP).

If an application requires 5 MB of bandwidth, a

reservation can be made guaranteeing the application the required amount of bandwidth
needed along its path of traversal. The reservation is not impacted by other types of
traffic and amount of traffic present on the network.
MPLS has been enhanced to tunnel traffic through the routers to avoid congestion
and maximize available bandwidth. The header for MPLS traffic (known as a label) lies
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between the data link header and network header on each packet. The placement of the
label allows it to traverse quickly through the routers on a network without requiring the
IP header to be read at each hop. The labels are only significant between the two devices
involved in the communication. At each hop, the label is read and given a new label
upon its ingress to the router. The incoming interface and label value determines the
outgoing interface and label value. Each packet is routed to its next hop based on the
new value of the label.
The routers along a MPLS path are known as label switch routers (LSR). The
final path a packet takes along a MPLS reservation is known as its label switched path
(LSP) and consists of several LSR. LSPs are data driven if established when a certain
flow of data is detected and are control driven if established prior to data transmission.
The MPLS label mentioned in the prior paragraph is encapsulated in the packets moving
from one point to another. Since the labels are at the beginning of the packet the
hardware is able to quickly switch the packets between links along its LSP [17].
MPLS also assists traffic engineering by providing functionality that helps control
network traffic by easing network congestion by establishing alternate routes for LSP.
This helps spread the traffic load over the network. MPLS can also establish routes for
certain types of traffic or certain classes of users. If an event happens on the power grid
that requires quick reaction from other entities on the grid, MPLS can establish a path for
power event traffic that reserves enough bandwidth to efficiently handle the event's
traffic.
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Another network layer reservation protocol that can be used is RSVP. RSVP is
designed to reserve resources in unicast or multicast delivery paths across a network that
meets some predefined QoS parameters. RSVP is not a routing protocol but integrates
with current routing protocols to reserve resources at each node along a route. With
RSVP, the receiver of the traffic flow is responsible for initiating, maintaining, and
releasing the reservation.
There are two major issues with the above reservation protocols. First, traffic
spikes for reservations are not handled efficiently.

If a traffic spike occurs over a

reservation and the bandwidth is exceeded, the extra traffic will be treated as best effort
and may or may not make it to its destination. Second, bandwidth is wasted when not
being used by the reservation traffic. The power grid is too critical a resource to accept
this type of behavior.
Research Overview
Thus far in this chapter, I've presented you with some background information
that has driven my research and some research that has already been conducted on this
topic. A discussion follows into how this research incorporates some of what has already
been accomplished and how it differs in utilization of communication protocols,
background traffic, and federation of simulators to show the benefits of a properly
constructed utility intranet.
In order to properly simulate real-world traffic on a utility intranet all types of
traffic and loads need to be generated and propagated throughout the network. A model
for expected background traffic is presented and traffic is generated based on low traffic,
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moderate traffic, and heavy traffic loads along with regular event traffic that power
system equipment will be generating. The background traffic provides for more realistic
scenarios of the data that will traverse the links of a utility intranet.
Approximately 48 separate scenarios and 480 simulations were conducted testing
the various levels of background traffic utilizing TCP and UDP network layer protocols.
Both protocols are tested to show how responsive they are to various levels of traffic
based on the reservation scheme used.
Power systems of the past were controlled by large regional power pools that
didn’t contain significant amounts of communication elements, thus power system
simulations have modeled power systems without considering the large amounts of
protection and control systems that are currently being utilized. In order to properly
conduct the simulations, a tool is needed that can simulate the communication
infrastructure of the power grid along with the real-time scenarios that include load
surges, outages, and other forms of dynamic stress that’s prevalent in the power system.
This research uses the EPOCHS simulator because of its unique capability to
combine simulation environments.

EPOCHS can combine network simulators with

power system simulators to create a realistic scenario for providing high-quality
simulations of electric power scenarios while simultaneously modeling the behavior of
communication protocols like TCP and UDP in realistic networks [18].
By using EPOCHS to combine power system scenarios with behaviors of network
protocols based on various levels of background traffic, reservation types, and SPS agents
to communicate substation behavior, this research proves beneficial to the power industry
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as they move forward to develop and implement the communication infrastructure and
routing schemes of the utility intranet. A detailed discussion of each of these areas is
presented in the next chapter.
Summary
This chapter provided some background information and literature review to help
in understanding the problems facing the communication infrastructure of the North
American power grid. First, a discussion of the problem set and how the power industry
is migrating to a common infrastructure to help stabilize the grid was presented. Next, an
overview of TCP and UDP was included because they are the likely transport layer
protocols that will be used on the utility intranet. Next, a discussion of some middleware
and bandwidth reservations techniques for traffic engineering was detailed. Finally, an
overview of this research and how it integrates prior research is given.
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III. Methodology
Chapter Overview
The previous two chapters gave an introduction and some background material
needed to understand the methodology used to solve this problem set. This chapter
explains the methodology used in this research. First, an explanation is given of the
different simulators needed for this research. Second, an overview of the IEEE 145-bus
50-generator test case and SPS is given. Third, the types of background traffic used in
this research and expected to be found on a utility intranet is explained. Finally, an
explanation of the various configurations is given for the 48 different scenarios simulated
in this research.
Network Simulator 2
A network simulator is needed to model network traffic on the utility intranet. I
have chosen to use NS2 [19] for this research. NS2 was first developed in 1989 and is
supported by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and National
Science Foundation (NSF), in collaboration with other research agencies. NS2 is a
discrete event simulator whose target environment is the research community.

The

simulator provides support for running simulations via TCP/IP and UDP/IP along with
multicast protocols over wired and wireless networks.

We use NS2 to model the

communication requirements that support the infrastructure of an electric power grid.
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Power System Simulator for Engineers
PSS/E is a power simulation software package developed by Siemens Corporation
in 1976 and has become the most comprehensive, technically advanced, and widely used
commercial program of its type. It’s a premier power system simulator used by electrical
transmission participants worldwide for probabilistic analyses and advanced dynamic
modeling capabilities.

The simulator provides transmission planning and operation

engineers with a broad range of methodologies for use in the design and operation of
reliable networks [20]. PSS/E is the power system simulator of choice for this research.
EPOCHS Simulator
Most power simulation tools were built to model power systems of the past which
were controlled by large regional power pools without significant communication
elements. Power systems are now turning to control and protection systems that take
advantage of communication networks. EPOCHS integrates various research and COTS
products to successfully model the power grid with communication sharing mechanisms
fully integrated [18].
EPOCHS provide a way to simulate load surges, outages, and other forms of
stress in realistic scenarios while incorporating communication protocols to facilitate
sharing of this information to improve situational awareness. The EPOCHS simulator
combines General Electric’s (GE) Positive Sequence Load Flow (PSLF) Software [21],
Seimen’s PSS/E electromechanical transient simulator [22], Power Systems Computer
Aided Design (PSCAD) ElectroMagnetic Transients including DC (PSCAD/EMTDC)
electromagnetic transient simulator [23], and NS2 [19] created by the University of
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California at Berkeley into one federation as shown in Figure 7. This federation of
simulators allows electric power engineers the ability to study electrical power and
control systems that depend on network communication.
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PSS/E
RTI
RTI

Unified
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PSLF

Agent
Agent
Agent
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Simulators
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Combined
System
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Custom
Modules

Figure 7. EPOCHS Simulation System

The two simulation components of EPOCHS used for this research are PSS/E and
NS2. The hub of EPOCHS that ties the simulators together is its run time infrastructure
(RTI). The RTI is responsible for routing messages to other components and ensures
time synchronization amongst the different parts of the federation. The RTI ensures that
if an event occurs at a certain time in one simulator then it also occurs at the identical
time in the other simulators that are a part of the federation. This is crucial because
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simulators have a requirement that no event can occur in a simulator that has a time
stamp earlier than a time stamp that has already been completed. This requirement is a
critical component of EPOCHS since the electric power grid relies heavily upon time
sensitive traffic in order to protect the grid against faults.
Once the different simulators have been synchronized to operate together, the
users of the system need a way to communicate with the simulators. Synchronization is
accomplished through the use of agents. In EPOCHS, agents are computer programs that
are autonomous, interactive, and have the ability to communicate over a network. Agents
have the ability to interact with each other and their environment on a simulator and can
operate on power grids through the use of modern power equipment.

Using this

definition, an agent headquarters (AgentHQ) presents a unified view to agents and acts as
a proxy between the software agents, network simulator, and the power simulator. The
AgentHQ is initiated at every synchronization point during the simulation and calls each
of the agent’s request and action methods giving them the opportunity to calculate their
operations for the next time step. The agents used in this research are those contained in
the SPS described later.
The protection devices that operate in the electric power grid have traditionally
operated and responded to local problems only. The grid has lacked the ability to
communicate and have insight into other regions of the grid. This presents problems
when information that is needed is not readily available from local devices in order to
protect the grid and assist it to operate in a more efficient manner. The autonomous
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design of software agents, their ability to share information and coordinate actions has
increased the extensibility of the grid without drastically changing its architecture.
In order to support the operation of software agents on the power grid a hardware
device is needed that has the computational, communication, and I/O capabilities to meet
agent demands. EPOCHS uses agent based intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) for this
purpose so software agents can perform the necessary protection and control functions
needed. Figure 8 provides a depiction of how agent based IEDs can be employed on a
utility intranet. See the IEEE paper by Hopkinson [18] for more details on the EPOCHS
simulator.

Figure 8. Placement of Agent Based IEDs on a Utility Intranet [10]

Cygwin
In order for NS2, PSS/E, and EPOCHS to operate as a cohesive whole they must
be run from a platform compatible with NS2.

NS2 requires Linux application

programming interface (API) functionality in order to run simulations.

In order to

provide this functionality on a Windows machine, a virtual machine or other environment
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is needed to emulate a Linux operating system. Cygwin meets the bill by providing a
Linux-like environment on a Windows 9x/2000/XP operating system.
System Studied
The simulations conducted in this research make use of IEEE's 145-bus 50generator test case [24]. This 145-bus 50-generator test case has a large share of its
generation concentrated in the northeast region and high load concentrated in the
southwest region. This test case is a published power system that has been modified to
emulate the types of large power flows between areas that are typical in the Western U.S.
power grid. Figure 9 provides a visual depiction of the IEEE test case.
The 145-bus 50-generator test case has been modified so it is more representative
of a power system that requires SPS protection. The six generators located at buses 93,
104, 105, 106, 110, and 111 are represented with two-axis machine models equipped with
IEEE-type AC4 exciters.

The remaining 44 generators are represented by classical

machine models. Every generator is equipped with basic steam turbines and employs
governors with a 5% droop setting. Once the governors have responded, system analysis
is performed before new load reference set points are established by the area generation
control (AGC) subsystem.
The test case has been modified by adding a 500-kV line from bus 1 to bus 25 in
the same corridor as the bus 1 to bus 6 tie line (Figure 10). All lines in the figure are part
of the default 145-bus 50-generator test case and the bus 1 to bus 25 branch is the
modified portion for this research. This addition is also highlighted by the bus 1 to bus
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Figure 9. IEEE 145-Bus 50-Generator Test Case

25 branch in Figure 9. The addition increases the number of branches in the system from
453 to 454. The intent of the modification is to create a system that requires the use of a
SPS in order to maintain system stability. Normally power systems can sustain the lose
of one tie line but require quick action by the SPS if a second tie line is lost and not
quickly cleared. The IEEE 145-bus 50-generator test case already has one 500-kV tie
line that has faulted from bus 1 to bus 6. By causing an additional fault on the 1-25 bus
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tie line the power system will quickly become unstable if the SPS doesn't take corrective
action immediately. This scenario causes the SPS to generate agent traffic needed for
stable operation of the power system and requires a robust communication architecture to
ensure timely delivery of agent traffic even in the presence of background traffic.

Figure 10. Detailed View of 1-25 Bus Tie Line

Another modification is the total system capacity has been reduced to 30050.00
MW. The lower system capacity makes the 4277 MW power flow along the 500-kV
transmission corridor more critical in the modified power system test case than it is was
in the original version. This also causes the admittance load to be abnormally high. In
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order to correct the admittance load problem, the test case has been rebalanced by setting
the percentage of admittance load to 5.02%. The remaining 94.98% of system load had
been set to constant active and reactive power.
Whenever two 500-kV tie lines are tripped and the SPS takes action, generation
has to be rejected and load shed in order to stabilize the power grid. For the simulations
run in this research, it has been determined the generation is taken offline from generator
93 since it directly impacts the 1-25 bus tie line. The various loads are shed from buses
14, 25, 27, 63, and 69 because they are on the load side of generator 93.
SPS Overview
SPS are mechanisms designed to counteract and stabilize power system
instability. They are designed to detect one or more predetermined system conditions
that have a high probability of causing unusual stress on the power system. If the SPS
fails to accurately detect the defined conditions or fails to carry out the required
preplanned remedial action, the results can be serious and costly system disturbances
[25].
SPS are needed because power system instability usually results in dire
consequences covering large areas. A loss of a generator synchronism for a single group
of generators with respect to another group of generators results in a transient instability,
thus a widespread blackout. Disturbances such as the loss of generation, loads, or tie
lines all result in stability problems that stimulate power system electromechanical
dynamics. The responses from the system typically involve deviations in frequencies,
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voltages, and generator phase angles. The most common SPS in use today employ
generation rejection and load shedding [25].
The SPS used in this research is designed to react to a severe line fault in a major
extremely high voltage (EHV) line where another outage of a EHV line in the same
corridor has already taken place. The goal of the SPS is to prevent instability and
preserve the integrity of the power system within a safe operating frequency range. The
SPS will shed enough load to keep the power system’s frequency above a preset level
after a loss of a critical tie line. An algorithm is employed by the SPS that determines the
amount of load to shed and generation to drop in order to hold the system's frequency
above a preset level based on wide area measurements. The algorithm is explained later.
The SPS is designed for wide area protection and acts in a system oriented
manner. It requires synchronized information periodically sampled across the power
system.

This receipt of this information by the SPS is heavily dependant on the

underlying communication infrastructure. The wide area protection systems reliance on
the communication infrastructure requires a simulator that implements the functionality
of power system and network functionality. The EPOCHS system described earlier is the
only platform that provides these combined capabilities. The proposed SPS system has
been tested with a modified version of the IEEE 145-bus 50-generator test case. The
results show promise for use of a SPS like the one described here in the future. The SPS
experiments also show the value of EPOCHS for use in experiments requiring the use of
both power system and network simulators.
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Algorithm to Estimate Disturbance Size
An algorithm is needed to determine the amount of generation to drop and load to
shed to stabilize the power grid after an electromechanical disturbance. The SPS used in
this research employs the algorithm shown in Figure 11 for the purpose of calculating
system shortfall based on the size of a power system disturbance. It’s necessary to
determine the exact amount of voltage loss due to a power system disturbance so the load
can be shed and generation dropped in a timely manner for grid stabilization.

Pd = Pa + ∆Pe (ω0+ − ω0− , u0+ − u0− )
Figure 11. Algorithm to Estimate Disturbance Size [18]

Pd is the size of the disturbance and is equal to the system accelerating power, Pa,
which is proportionate to the change in the system’s frequency, plus the change in
electrical power demand

∆Pe

due to the variation in frequency and voltage. The time

immediately before a disturbance is represented by 0- and the time immediately after a
disturbance is denoted by 0+. Pd is the key to determining the amount of generation that
has been lost. Generation and load agents must send data points to the SPS main agent
and action taken within a fraction of a second to prevent power system instability [18].
This requirement makes the underlying communication architecture and routing scheme
critical to the successful implementation of the SPS, especially in the presence of
competing background traffic.
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SPS Architecture
The SPS is required in order for the power system to react rapidly and reliably to
electromechanical instabilities. Because generator rejection and load shedding requires
fast information updates and rapid response to commands the communication
requirements of a SPS are different than those of traditional SCADA systems. SPS is
composed of three types of agents: main SPS agent, load agents, and generator agents.
In the IEEE 145-bus 50-generator test case, the main SPS agent is location at bus 1, a
500-kV substation. This agent is responsible for identifying extreme contingencies, such
as the loss of two tie lines, and performs both generator rejection with preset units and
load shedding with real-time measurements. Generators have been chosen for rejection
based on simulation studies.
The main SPS agent communicates with generation and load agents to gather
information such as data values, including generator's connection status, angular
frequencies, active power outputs, and frequency derivatives.

The main agent also

communicates with agents located at major system and load buses to collect voltage and
frequency measurements and the load that's available for shedding.
Generator agents are located at power plants and they send their measurements to
the main agent at bus 1 upon request. If requested by the main agent, generator agents
will also reject generation. Load agents are mainly location at distribution substations.
When requested by the main SPS agent, load agents will shed load. Load agents also
perform underfrequency load shedding (UFLS).
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UFLS can occur if the frequency

reaches a threshold value of 57-58.5 Hz after a remote load shedding scheme with a
preset frequency of 58.8 Hz fails to hold the frequency above 58.5 Hz [18].
Background Traffic
Once the utility intranet is operational, it will most likely be utilized for many
purposes by the electric power community. Table 2 identifies some of the likely data that
will be found on a power industries utility intranet.
The background traffic modeled in this research for a utility intranet is dictated in
Table 2. For low traffic loads, the background traffic will consists of white sources only,
medium traffic loads will consist of light gray and white traffic sources, and heavy traffic
loads will consist of dark gray along with light gray and white traffic sources as depicted
in Table 2.

Background
Traffic Type
SCADA
Power Quality
Data
UCA 2.0
Power Trading
Internal Comm
Office –
Substation
Event
Notification

Table 2. Background Traffic Rates [26]
Distribution
Packet Size

Rate

Constant

64 Bytes

1 every Second per Bus

Poisson

35 Bytes

1 every Second per Bus

Poisson
Constant
Poisson

128 Bytes
1,400 Bytes
1 Mbytes

1 every 20 Seconds per Bus
1 every 2.2 Seconds per Bus
1 every .2 Seconds per Bus

Poisson

64 Bytes

1every 10 Seconds per Bus

Poisson

2.4 Mbytes

1 every 10 Seconds (Bus
chosen at random)
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SCADA Data
Higher polling rates due to increased bandwidth available in the new
communications infrastructure are a likely reason for SCADA traffic to migrate to a
utility intranet. Some types of SCADA data include injections, real and reactive power
flows, voltage status, and breaker status. In current systems information is sent from
each SCADA device once every three or four seconds.
Power Quality Data
Power quality data is defined as changes in the harmonics of the system. Arc
welders, DC inverters and converters, and voltage dips are all types of power system
harmonics. A report is produced stating harmonics exist and identifies the harmonics
detected.
UCA 2.0 Data
Future power system communications equipment that connects control centers,
SCADA masters, and power plants must be compatible with the UCA 2.0 standard. UCA
2.0 compliant devices are still in their infancy so it's too early to know exactly what types
of traffic will be generated by these devices. For now we are estimating 128 bytes per
packet once every 20 seconds per bus.
Power Trading Data
There is increased interest in the power industry for demand pricing for its
customers based on current market conditions. Customers who choose this option will be
updated every 5 minutes with the current nodal market price of power. An example of
power trading data is a hot water heater. The water heater will receive price data and
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based on the price, the water heater decides when to operate and when to remain idle.
The exact format isn't currently known but it is expected individual nodal price updates
will be less than 100 bytes in size.
Internal Communication Data
Routine day-to-day employee communication is likely to take place on the utility
intranet.

Types of internal communication include emails, design and blueprint

information, and other routine communication between power plants, substations,
engineering offices, ISOs, etc. These files can range from a few bytes in size to several
megabytes. Internal communication data is strictly on an internal basis and will occur at
a significantly lower level than that found on the Internet.
Office-Substation Data
This type of data includes SCADA signals directing buses to take action and
commands requesting settings in substations to change values.
Event Notification Data
Data will be sent from event/fault recorders when an event occurs. An example
of an event is a lightening strike followed by a series of circuit breakers that trip as a
result of the lightening strike. Event data can be very large as compared to other types of
traffic on the network. Event traffic is sent after a fault on the system thus doesn’t
normally interfere with the current situation. When a fault occurs and is followed by
another fault the event traffic can quickly interfere will other traffic. This will become
apparent when simulations are run with heavy background traffic and events are caused
on the system.
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Once a utility intranet is operational the types and amount of background traffic
may differ significantly from that modeled in Table 2. This was just an attempt to model
the background traffic and show how it can impact the functionality of the
communication infrastructure when it overwhelms the bandwidth in the presence more
critical, time sensitive SPS agent traffic.
Simulation Setup
A total of 48 different simulations were run as laid out in Table 3.

Each

simulation is based on the amount of background traffic present on the network, if a
bandwidth reservation is used and if so, what type (router or middleware), the type of
transport layer protocol used, and the routing scheme used in the simulation. Each
simulation will be executed 10 times for a total of 480 simulations.
Each of the 480 simulations will be run with bus 1 to bus 6 already tripped.
During the simulation another 500-kV branch, which is the 1 bus to 25 bus, will have a
fault at time 0.0 and will trip at .078 seconds, at this time agent traffic is generated. The
simulation continues to run until the power grid is stabilized.
The bandwidth of each link in the network was set to 1 MB/second. This speed
corresponds to the typical DSL connection found in many U.S. households.

The

propagation delay was set to 0.5 milliseconds per link.
A real-life model of a section of the power grid will be a lot larger than the IEEE
145-bus test case used in this research. To more effectively model a realistic power grid,
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Background
Traffic Load
None
None
None
None
None
None
Light
Light
Light
Light
Light
Light
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy

Table 3. Experiment Scenarios
Reservation Type
Protocol
No Reservations
No Reservations
Middleware
Middleware
Router Reservations
Router Reservations
No Reservations
No Reservations
Middleware
Middleware
Router Reservations
Router Reservations
No Reservations
No Reservations
Middleware
Middleware
Router Reservations
Router Reservations
No Reservations
No Reservations
Middleware
Middleware
Router Reservations
Router Reservations

UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP

Routing
Scheme
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN
Shortest Path & PPRN

the settings for background traffic were set to those shown in Table 4. These settings are
needed to model a larger area of the power grid and to ensure we generate enough traffic
to show a variation in results of the different scenarios. The formula (new idle time =
1000/(any number)). In this research the any number is 125, so each node in the test case
actually represents 125 nodes on the power grid.
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As shown in Table 4, the

Table 4. Background Traffic Settings
Traffic Type
Time Between Bursts in MS
Old Value / New Value
SCADA
1000 / 8
Power Quality Data
1000 / 8
UCA 2.0
20000 / 160
Power Trading
2200 / 18
Internal Comm
200 / 2
Office – Substation
10000 / 80
Event Notification
10000 / 50

old value is divided by 125 to get the new idle time for the traffic type. As the idle time
goes down, a larger power grid is simulated. In this research the simulated power grid is
representative of a (145 * 125) 18,125-bus power grid. Several modifications were tested
in order to get the simulations to show enough variation from one background load to the
next. The event packet size also had to be changed to 175 bytes along with a 50 ms idle
time to generate enough traffic in order to ensure we showed enough of a difference in
results when run with heavy background traffic versus middle background traffic.
Background Traffic Load
The real test of a utility intranet is how it performs under stress. In order to test
this theory this research has been divided into four basic scenarios based on the level of
background traffic present. As shown in Table 3, there are four basic scenarios being
tested. The first scenario is run with no background traffic, followed by the second
scenario with light background traffic, then the third scenario with medium background
traffic, and the last scenario with heavy background traffic.
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Reservation Type
The four basic scenarios are further broken down based on the type of reservation
scheme used.

Each background traffic level is simulated with no reservations,

reservations through the middleware, and reservations through routers on the network.
It’s assumed the middleware reservation system has imperfect knowledge of traffic on the
network so 5% more traffic may appear and bypass the middleware system than was
anticipated, where router reservations have perfect knowledge of traffic on the network.
When middleware and router reservations were used, NS2’s internal routing algorithm
was modified to allow us to select a packet’s destination based on flow ID. Protection
traffic was given a high priority and ran over reserved channel space while background
traffic was given a low priority and ran over unreserved space. When no reservations
were used the simulation used NS2’s default internal algorithm and all traffic had the
same priority.
Reservations made through routers and middleware are created based on their
flow-ID. All reservations are 2 MB in size and go from bus 1 (where main SPS agent is
located) to each of the 50 generators and from bus 1 to the 5 buses were the loads to be
shed during the simulations are located. The reservations are repeated in the reverse
direction so all flows are full duplex for a total of 110 reservations.
Other reservation protocols like RSVP [27] and MPLS [28] have been used to
reserve bandwidth for time critical applications, but these protocols reserve bandwidth in
networks that can only be used by the traffic the bandwidth was reserved for and no
other. When the reservation is not being used by the reservation party, the bandwidth is
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wasted. In this research reservation bandwidth is available for background traffic to use
when agent traffic doesn’t actively using the reservation. When agent traffic is sent over
its reservation and background traffic is present and the queue is full, it overrides the
background traffic and enough background traffic is dropped to ensure room at the end of
the queue for agent traffic. If there is already room in the queue the agent traffic will go
to the back of the queue. Background traffic will not be allowed further use of the
reservation unless there is sufficient capacity to process all agent traffic in the queue.
The behavior of the queues is described later.
Transport Layer Protocol
To allow us the ability to compare the performance of protocols, each background
traffic level and reservation type is simulated using both TCP/IP and UDP/IP transport
layer protocols. TCP is reliable, but doesn’t perform well in time sensitive situations.
UDP is inherently unreliable, but can be more suited when time is of an essence. The
protocols and their functionality were described in Chapter II.
It’s critical that all agent traffic is accounted for, which is a problem with
unreliable protocols like UDP. To overcome this shortfall, UDP scenarios were modified
so all agent traffic is resent every 2 ms until the source receives an acknowledgment
message back from the destination. UDP was modified so it sends acknowledgements
back to the source for all agent traffic. These modifications ensure the same reliability
standards as TCP.
It’s important to note that background traffic always uses UDP while agent traffic
uses either UDP or TCP based on the simulation type. When running simulations and
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background traffic exists, we always want the background traffic to stay at the light,
medium, or heavy traffic loads during the entire simulation. If TCP were used then the
background traffic would throttle down when congestion was encountered on the
network.
Routing Scheme
Each background traffic level, reservation type, and transport layer protocol is
simulated with both shortest path and PPRN routing schemes for a total of 48 different
scenarios. The shortest path routing scheme used is the Floyd-Warshall Algorithm. A
single execution of the algorithm will find the shortest path between all vertices on a
weighted, directed graph. It compares all possible paths through a graph between each
set of vertices and incrementally improves the estimate of the shortest path between two
vertices until the estimate is known to be optimal [29].
The other routing algorithm used in the simulations is the PPRN multicommodity
network flow solver [30]. PPRN was developed in the Statistics and Operations Research
Department at Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, Barcelona Spain as a way to
calculate how to allocate bandwidth reservations in a network through the use of network
flows. Multicommodity flows are fast, relatively simple, and can be conveniently applied
to ensure reservations will be available to critical traffic and guard against interruption
from less important data sources.
Queues
As background traffic increases on the network, we eventually exceed the amount
of traffic the routers can process, thus some traffic will have to be dropped or the
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simulation will come to a halt. When no reservations are used the traffic is dropped from
the queue using the drop tail method. This method is a first-in-first-out queue where the
packet in the back of the waiting list is dropped once the queue is overflowed. For this
research, queue sizes were set to 260 packets.
When the system uses reservations, a different approach is used based on
reservation type. For router reservations, packets with a flow ID of 0 (background
traffic) are chosen at random and dropped from the queue. If there is no background
traffic left and the queue is full of agent traffic, then packets with a flow ID ≥ 1 (agent
traffic) are randomly chosen and dropped. Middleware reservations work similar to
router reservations except for the fact middleware is not aware of 5% of the traffic on the
network. That being stated, long as agent and background traffic are present in the
queue, agent traffic has a 5% change of being chosen to drop and background traffic a
95% change of being dropped. Based on this concept, as traffic loads increase, router
reservations should be more efficient than middleware reservations.
Summary
This chapter began by giving an overview of the different simulators needed to
allow us to conduct this research. Next, an overview of the IEEE 145-bus 50-generator
test case and SPS used in this research was given. Next, a description of the different
types of background traffic that can be expected to be found on a utility intranet is
presented. Lastly, a detailed view of how the simulations are configured and setup was
given. Chapter IV will go over the results of the simulations and outline some of the key
findings from the 48 different scenarios that were tested.
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IV. Analysis and Results
Chapter Overview
This chapter provides a detailed explanation of the results of the simulations run
based on the methodology described in Chapter III.

The results from each set of

simulations are presented based on the routing scheme used. Simulations using the Floyd
Warshall Shortest Path algorithm is presented followed by simulation results using the
PPRN generated routing scheme. Next, the two schemes are compared to show how they
differ. Finally, an explanation is given explaining the various differences in run times
because of background traffic loads. All findings presented are analyzed and interpreted,
and conclusions drawn based on analysis of results.
Several abbreviations have been used throughout Chapter IV.
abbreviations are explained below:

NR = No Reservations
MR = Middleware Reservations
RR = Router Reservations
NBG = No Background Traffic
LBG = Light Background Traffic
MBG = Medium Background Traffic
HBG = Heavy Background Traffic
NR/UDP = No Reservations/User Datagram Protocol
NR/TCP = No Reservations/Transmission Control Protocol
MR/UDP = Middleware Reservations/User Datagram Protocol
MR/TCP = Middleware Reservations/Transmission Control Protocol
RR/UDP = Router Reservations/User Datagram Protocol
RR/TCP = Router Reservations/Transmission Control Protocol
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Those

Floyd Warshall Shortest Path Scenarios
The overwhelming result of all simulations is UDP scenarios ran quicker than
TCP scenarios, as shown in Figure 12.

This is a result of the congestion control

mechanism inherent to TCP and the modifications made to UDP to ensure reliability of
packet delivery.
increases.

As the background traffic increases the simulation run time also

This is especially true with TCP since congestion control increasingly

becomes a factor as the queues become overwhelmed at certain nodes.
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Figure 12. Scenario Comparison for Shortest Path Simulations

UDP Shortest Path Scenarios
Reservation type played a key role in determining how long each simulation ran
as background traffic levels increased. Background traffic levels increased the simulation
run times because of the congestion it caused on the network. As shown in Figure 13, the
reservation type didn’t matter much until the network reached middle and heavy
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background traffic levels. At that point the middleware and router reservations were
more efficient. As traffic levels increased, the middleware and router reservations were
74 ms faster on average than simulations run with no reservations.
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Figure 13. UDP Reservations for Shortest Path Scenarios

The difference in simulation times is the likely result of competing traffic on the
links and inefficient routing schemes when no reservations are used. When reservations
were used, the agent traffic was given a priority over background traffic and less likely
dropped. With the no reservation scheme, agent traffic is dropped if the queue is full
when it arrives versus background traffic being dropped and agent traffic being allowed
into the queue. Agent traffic doesn’t have a reservation and its priority is the same as
background traffic thus the longer run times. There wasn’t much difference in the
middleware and router reservation schemes. The likely cause is UDP lack of congestion
control and the modification that guarantees delivery of packets. So the middleware
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approach of having a 5% chance of dropping agent traffic when agent and background
traffic are in the queue and the queue is full didn’t play a significant role. When agent
traffic was dropped, it was quickly retransmitted and didn’t have to wait since UDP
transmits packets as quickly as possible.
Table 5 displays the average load shed and standard deviation for each of the
shortest path scenarios. It important to note that with the bandwidth allocated, there was
sufficient bandwidth to accommodate all traffic so there wasn’t much congestion or
dropped packets with simulations not containing background traffic. This resulted in all
no background traffic scenarios running the same amount of time. As more background
traffic is generated, run time is longer and amount of load that’s shed from the power grid
varies thus a higher standard deviation. On average, the longer it takes the SPS to get all
required data to make a decision the more unreliable its estimate of the amount of load to
shed. If more trials for each simulation were run the standard deviations should be more
consistent with this theory.
Table 6 lists the average amount of load shed per bus as compared to the average
convergence time (explained later) for each scenario type. All simulation types averaged
between 16% and 19% of their total load being shed. Simulations run using UDP shed
less load per bus on average than simulations run using TCP. The difference can be
attributed to the faster convergence time of UDP thus more accurate information to make
decisions. It’s important to note that all UDP simulations for a particular background
traffic load typically converges at the same time and it is also the case for TCP
simulations run with no and light background traffic loads. For UDP simulations, the
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similar times can be attributed to the SPS getting the required information quick enough
to make a decision before the network gets congested with background traffic. Once the
SPS makes a decision the network begins to get congested and the final run times will
vary as the background traffic load increases. The convergence time in all scenarios for
bus 25 is always before the rest of the buses because bus 25 has a direct link to the main
SPS agent at bus 1, thus less congestion to deal with and quicker responses.

Table 5. Load Shed in MW for Shortest Path Routing Scenarios
Simulation
Standard
Simulation
Standard
Average
Average
Type
Deviation
Type
Deviation
NBG/NR/UDP

879.43

0.00

MBG/NR/UDP

879.89

1.34

NBG/NR/TCP

960.84

0.00

MBG/NR/TCP

953.61

10.43

NBG/MR/UDP

879.43

0.00

MBG/MR/UDP

905.55

47.17

NBG/MR/TCP

960.84

0.00

MBG/MR/TCP

954.84

8.98

NBG/RR/UDP

879.43

0.00

MBG/RR/UDP

890.70

5.29

NBG/RR/TCP

960.84

0.00

MBG/RR/TCP

954.97

11.96

LBG/NR/UDP

880.53

1.17

HBG/NR/UDP

879.81

1.70

LBG/NR/TCP

954.12

1.46

HBG/NR/TCP

954.17

10.11

LBG/MR/UDP

880.43

2.03

HBG/MR/UDP

914.74

33.25

LBG/MR/TCP

953.48

3.23

HBG/MR/TCP

957.99

12.48

LBG/RR/UDP

879.67

0.69

HBG/RR/UDP

886.99

5.18

LBG/RR/TCP

952.69

2.69

HBG/RR/TCP

947.44

28.42

Convergence time is the time the SPS main agent at bus 1 receives all the data it
needs to make a decision on how much load to shed and which buses to shed load from.
Table 6 lists the average convergence time for each scenario type. The longer it takes for
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the SPS to converge, the less accurate the information needed to make decisions. When
the average convergence time is within a few milliseconds the percent shed may vary
slightly but not enough to make a significant difference. More simulations are needed to
prove longer simulation run times result in a greater percentage of load shed per bus.

Table 6. Per Bus Comparison of Convergence Time and
Percent Load Shed – Shortest Path
Convergence Time /
NBG
Bus 14
Bus 25
Bus 27
Bus 63
Bus 69

NR/UDP NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.112 ms
17.14%
16.89%
17.17%
17.17%
17.17%

0.140 ms
18.73%
18.50%
18.73%
18.73%
18.73%

Convergence Time / NR/UDP NR/TCP
LBG
0.116 ms 0.156 ms
Bus 14
17.16%
18.60%
Bus 25
16.91%
18.37%
Bus 27
17.19%
18.60%
Bus 63
17.19%
18.60%
Bus 69
17.19%
18.60%
Convergence Time /
MBG
Bus 14
Bus 25
Bus 27
Bus 63
Bus 69
Convergence Time /
HBG
Bus 14
Bus 25
Bus 27
Bus 63
Bus 69

0.112 ms
17.14%
16.89%
17.17%
17.17%
17.17%

0.140 ms
18.73%
18.50%
18.73%
18.73%
18.73%

0.112 ms
17.14%
16.89%
17.17%
17.17%
17.17%

0.140 ms
18.73%
18.50%
18.73%
18.73%
18.73%

MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.117 ms
17.16%
16.91%
17.19%
17.19%
17.19%

0.156 ms
18.58%
18.36%
18.59%
18.59%
18.59%

0.115 ms
17.14%
16.90%
17.17%
17.17%
17.17%

0.156 ms
18.57%
18.34%
18.57%
18.57%
18.57%

NR/UDP NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.124 ms
17.15%
16.90%
17.18%
17.18%
17.18%

0.343 ms
18.59%
18.36%
18.59%
18.59%
18.59%

0.124 ms
17.65%
17.39%
17.68%
17.68%
17.68%

0.284 ms
18.61%
18.38%
18.61%
18.62%
18.62%

0.124 ms
17.36%
17.11%
17.39%
17.39%
17.39%

0.208 ms
18.62%
18.39%
18.62%
18.62%
18.62%

NR/UDP NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.127 ms
17.15%
16.90%
17.18%
17.18%
17.18%

0.395 ms
18.60%
18.38%
18.60%
18.60%
18.60%

0.127 ms
17.83%
17.57%
17.86%
17.86%
17.86%
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0.339 ms
18.68%
18.44%
18.68%
18.68%
18.68%

0.125 ms
17.29%
17.04%
17.32%
17.32%
17.32%

0.209 ms
18.47%
18.23%
18.48%
18.48%
18.48%

Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17 show the average completion time
as compared to the average convergence time for each of the four UDP scenario types.
As expected, the average convergence time always occurs before the average completion
time.

Once the SPS had converged, it still communicates its decision to the other

generation and load agents distributed throughout the power grid that are affected by its
decision, thus the longer completion times. One point worth noting is with the no
reservation scenarios. As the traffic level increases, the difference in convergence time
versus completion time begins to increase in greater amounts than it does with
middleware and router reservations.

The likely cause is the increased levels of

background traffic on the network combined with agent traffic not getting priority
treatment as it does with middleware and router reservations, thus more dropped agent
traffic causing longer simulation run times.

NBG Traffic Convergence Times - Shortest Path
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Figure 14. NBG Traffic Convergence Times for Shortest Path Scenarios
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Figure 15. LBG Traffic Convergence Times for Shortest Path Scenarios
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Figure 16. MBG Traffic Convergence Times for Shortest Path Scenarios

TCP Shortest Path Scenarios
Simulations running TCP ran longer than UDP scenarios across all background
traffic loads. Many of the patterns mentioned in the previous section were repeated in the
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Figure 17. HBG Traffic Convergence Times for Shortest Path Scenarios

TCP scenarios. I concentrate on the differences between the two protocols. Figure 18
shows the pattern of behavior for the TCP scenarios.
Unlike UDP were there wasn't a significant difference between middleware and
router reservations, there was a noticeable difference in all reservation types with
medium and heavy background traffic loads. Router reservations ran on average 183 ms
faster than middleware reservations and 406 ms faster than no reservation scenarios with
a heavy background traffic load. Since routers have insight to all agent traffic on the
network they help ensure faster running times in both UDP and TCP scenarios. The
difference in router and middleware reservation run times in TCP and UDP scenarios can
again be attributed to the congestion control mechanism inherent to TCP.
The percent of load shed per bus was greater in TCP scenarios as shown in Table
6. Since TCP scenarios ran longer on average than UDP scenarios the amount of load
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Figure 18. TCP Shortest Path Scenarios

shed was usually greater because the information wasn't as accurate. This is caused by
the delay in data getting from the main SPS agent to the load and generation agents and
back.

The result was convergence times greater in TCP scenarios than their UDP

counterpart (see Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17).
Convergence time in TCP scenarios with no and light background traffic vary
little because the congestion control mechanism isn’t engaged often enough until the
network gets congested and that doesn’t happen until the background traffic reaches the
medium and heavy levels. This also causes the completion time in medium and heavy
traffic loads to increase dramatically with no and middleware reservations.
PPRN Multicommodity Flow Solver Scenarios
Scenarios using the PPRN routing scheme also converged and ran faster when
using UDP versus TCP, as shown in Figure 19. Just like the shortest path simulations, as
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the background traffic increased the simulation run time also increased.

This was

emphasized the most when no reservations were used.
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Figure 19. Scenario Comparison for PPRN Simulations

UDP PPRN Scenarios
The difference in middleware and router reservations was negligible in
performance using PPRN just as they were with the shortest path scenarios. Figure 20
displays the average completion time for all PPRN UDP simulations. The difference was
insignificant in all reservation schemes run with no and light background traffic because
the bandwidth was sufficient to handle the traffic load. As the background traffic level
increases to medium and heavy loads the middleware and router reservations run about
79 ms faster than with no reservations.
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Figure 20. UDP Reservations for PPRN Scenarios

Table 7. Load Shed in MW for PPRN Routing Scenarios
Simulation
Type

Average Standard Simulation
Deviation Type

Average Standard
Deviation

NBG/NR/UDP

879.43

0.00

MBG/NR/UDP

881.71

1.62

NBG/NR/TCP

960.84

0.00

MBG/NR/TCP

954.31

11.08

NBG/MR/UDP

910.63

0.00

MBG/MR/UDP

967.06

60.06

NBG/MR/TCP 1040.00
NBG/RR/UDP 910.63

0.00

6.84

0.00

MBG/MR/TCP 1073.22
MBG/RR/UDP 972.74

66.38

NBG/RR/TCP

1040.00

0.00

MBG/RR/TCP

1081.12

11.97

LBG/NR/UDP

879.87

0.93

HBG/NR/UDP

882.25

2.78

LBG/NR/TCP

952.26

2.76

HBG/NR/TCP

954.83

8.39

LBG/MR/UDP

941.84

29.89

HBG/MR/UDP

977.07

72.23

LBG/MR/TCP

1038.03

11.16

HBG/MR/TCP

1084.70

9.08

LBG/RR/UDP

956.55

49.52

HBG/RR/UDP

939.24

33.83

LBG/RR/TCP

1038.72

6.63

HBG/RR/TCP

1085.71

9.75
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Table 7 shows the average load shed for each simulation type and the standard
deviation for the values. Agent traffic ran unimpeded in the no background traffic
scenarios so all simulations ran in identical times. For several simulation types the longer
the simulation ran the standard deviation increased. This was not the case across the
board and it can most likely be attributed to only running 10 simulations per
configuration. If more simulations were run, I think the difference in standard deviations
would be more consistent with run times. There would likely be more variance in
standard deviation times as the simulation run time increases.
Some of the standard deviations in Table 5 and Table 7 are significantly larger
than other standard deviations.

While the run times were consistent, the standard

deviations for the amount of load shed seem to be out of range for simulations with
similar run times. The high standard deviation is usually caused by one simulation
shedding a lot more load than the other simulations run with the same configurations.
The difference can be attributed the SPS algorithm. The algorithm may not be operating
optimally for all simulations and may need tuning.
As shown in Table 8, UDP scenarios shed less load thus less percentage per bus
than TCP scenarios. Just as with the shortest path scenarios, this can be attributed to the
faster convergence times of UDP versus TCP simulations.
Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24 show the average convergence
time compared to the completion time for each scenario type.

Again, the average

completion time is always greater than the average convergence time and router
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Table 8. Per Bus Comparison of Convergence Time and Percent Load Shed – PPRN
Convergence Time / NR/UDP
NBG
0.112 ms
Bus 14
17.14%
Bus 25
16.89%
Bus 27
17.17%
Bus 63
17.17%
Bus 69
17.17%

NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.140 ms
18.73%
18.50%
18.73%
18.73%
18.73%

Convergence Time / NR/UDP
LBG
0.115 ms
Bus 14
17.15%
Bus 25
16.90%
Bus 27
17.18%
Bus 63
17.18%
Bus 69
17.18%

0.11 ms
17.75%
17.49%
17.78%
17.78%
17.78%

0.144 ms
20.27%
20.02%
20.28%
20.28%
20.28%

0.11 ms
17.75%
17.49%
17.78%
17.78%
17.78%

0.144 ms
20.27%
20.02%
20.28%
20.28%
20.28%

NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.156 ms
18.56%
18.33%
18.56%
18.57%
18.57%

Convergence Time / NR/UDP
MBG
0.126 ms
Bus 14
17.18%
Bus 25
16.93%
Bus 27
17.21%
Bus 63
17.21%
Bus 69
17.21%

0.113 ms
18.35%
18.09%
18.39%
18.39%
18.39%

0.152 ms
20.23%
19.99%
20.24%
20.24%
20.24%

0.115 ms
18.64%
18.37%
18.67%
18.68%
18.68%

0.160 ms
20.25%
20.00%
20.25%
20.25%
20.25%

NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.304 ms
18.60%
18.37%
18.60%
18.61%
18.61%

Convergence Time / NR/UDP
HBG
0.126 ms
Bus 14
17.20%
Bus 25
16.94%
Bus 27
17.22%
Bus 63
17.22%
Bus 69
17.22%

0.120 ms
18.85%
18.57%
18.88%
18.88%
18.88%

0.274 ms
20.92%
20.66%
20.92%
20.92%
20.92%

0.121 ms
18.96%
18.68%
18.99%
18.99%
18.99%

0.183 ms
21.07%
20.82%
21.07%
21.08%
21.08%

NR/TCP MR/UDP MR/TCP RR/UDP RR/TCP
0.344 ms
18.61%
18.38%
18.61%
18.62%
18.62%

0.121 ms
18.75%
18.48%
18.78%
18.78%
18.78%

0.221 ms
21.15%
20.88%
21.15%
21.15%
21.15%

0.121 ms
18.31%
18.04%
18.34%
18.34%
18.34%

0.187 ms
21.16%
20.91%
21.16%
21.16%
21.16%

reservations are more consistent across all background traffic loads. With no reservation
scenarios the difference between convergence time and completion time tends to
increases as the traffic level increases but with middleware and router reservations the
time difference varies little.

This is attributed to the fact middleware and router
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reservations have more complete knowledge of all traffic types on the network, thus are
less likely to drop agent traffic needed to stabilize the grid.
TCP PPRN Scenarios
As shown in Figure 19, TCP scenarios ran longer than UDP scenarios across all
background traffic loads.

This is the expected outcome since it follows the logic

presented earlier for shortest path scenarios. Figure 25 shows the average run time for all
TCP simulations. Simulations containing no and light background traffic completed in
similar times because enough traffic wasn’t generated to enable the benefits of using
middleware and router reservations. As background traffic levels reach medium and
heavy loads, router reservations clearly show they are more efficient than middleware
reservations and middleware reservations are more efficient than simulations
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Figure 21. NBG Traffic Convergence Times for PPRN Scenarios
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Figure 22. LBG Traffic Convergence Times for PPRN Scenarios
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Figure 23. MBG Traffic Convergence Times for PPRN Scenarios
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Figure 24. HBG Traffic Convergence Times for PPRN Scenarios
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Figure 25. TCP Reservations for PPRN Scenarios

run with no reservations.

Router reservations ran 152 ms faster than middleware

reservations and 314 ms faster than no reservation simulations with a heavy background
traffic load.
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As the background traffic load increases for each simulation type (e.g. router
reservation scenarios with no/light/medium/heavy background traffic loads) the amount
of load shed per bus is greater (Table 8). While not consistent across the board for every
bus that has load shed, if more simulations were run per configuration, I think this theory
would be proven true.
Comparison of Shortest Path and PPRN Scenarios
Comparison of results shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 don’t show a clear
pattern of difference in the no background and light background traffic scenarios.
Without stressing the bandwidth both routing schemes finish in similar times making it
difficult to draw any further conclusions. As background traffic increases, it appears the
PPRN routing scheme is more effective as shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. This can

No Background Traffic Comparison
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Figure 26. NBG Traffic Comparison of Shortest Path and PPRN Run Times
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Light Background Traffic Comparison
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Figure 27. LBG Traffic Comparison of Shortest Path and PPRN Run Times

be attributed to the fact that certain routes become saturated with the shortest
path scenarios while PPRN looks for the most efficient routing based on the layout of the
network and reservations required. A comparison of the average convergence time for all
scenarios is shown in Figure 30 and is consistent with the average completion time results
just mentioned.
Simulation Run Time Explanation
Next, an explanation is needed as to why there is a difference in run times even
though SPS agent traffic has a priority over background traffic and uses the same route
for each reservation for each shortest path simulation and the same route for each
reservation for each PPRN simulation. Figure 31 shows the dropped packets while
running scenarios (from top left to right) with no, light, medium and heavy background
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Figure 28. MBG Traffic Comparison of Shortest Path and PPRN Run Times
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Figure 29. HBG Traffic Comparison of Shortest Path and PPRN Run Times
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Figure 30. Comparison of Shortest Path and PPRN Convergence Times

traffic loads with router reservations using TCP and shortest path routing in network
animator (NAM). The light color traffic is background traffic and the darker color traffic
is agent traffic. Nodes 1, 25, and 73 are the congested nodes in this configuration and
consist of the majority of dropped packets. I choose a similar time in each simulation
(140 ms) to stop the simulation and take a snapshot. This time was chosen because of the
increased activity at the critical nodes during the simulation.
When run with no background traffic, the simulations didn’t have any dropped
packets, thus the similar run times for each simulation. While light background traffic
scenarios had dropped packets at nodes 25 and 73, it wasn’t significant and there wasn’t
any SPS agent traffic dropped, only background traffic.

The medium and heavy

background traffic scenarios had significantly more dropped packets to include some
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agent traffic at node 25. With the increased traffic on the network, the agent traffic has to
wait from the back of the queue in order to be transmitted and when dropped,
retransmitted, thus helping explain the increased run times as the simulations go from no
to heavy background traffic loads.

Figure 31. Dropped Packets for Shortest Path, Router, TCP Scenarios

In order to show how backed up the queues get in the critical nodes identified
above I used a network visualization tool created by another graduate student [31]. The
tool, called NetViz, reads in the NAM file and displays the simulation similar to how it
does in NAM except NetViz also shows the queues as they fill. Figure 32 shows the
same simulations as Figure 31 but in NetViz with the queues displayed. As expected,
once the queues fill, packets begin dropping from the saturated nodes.
The NAM display is repeated in Figure 33 using the PPRN routing scheme for the
same scenario. There isn’t a significant increase in dropped packets until medium and
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heavy background traffic is introduced. The dropped packets are at nodes 1 and 25. All
dropped packets are background traffic and all agent traffic appears to make it through
the first time. PPRN doesn’t drop as many agent packets, explaining why PPRN routing
schemes are slightly faster for medium and heavy background traffic than the shortest
path scenarios.

Figure 32. Dropped Packets for Shortest Path, Router, TCP Scenarios in NetViz

Summary
This chapter gave an explanation of the results obtained from running the various
simulations.

First, the Floyd Warshall Shortest Path UDP and TCP results were

presented followed by the PPRN UDP and TCP results. Next, a comparison was made
between the results from the two routing methodologies. Finally, an explanation was
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given explaining the various differences in run times based on the level of background
traffic and routing scheme used.

Figure 33. Dropped Packets for PPRN, Router, TCP Scenarios
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter Overview
This chapter provides conclusions, recommendations, and potential impact of this
thesis. First, an overview of the problem is given followed by conclusions based on the
results of the simulations. Next, the significance of this research, impact it can have on
the development of a future national utility intranet, and protection it can assist in
providing the critical information infrastructure is given. Finally, recommendations for
follow-on research are discussed.
Research Overview
The power grid of North America has been operating under increased stress in a
deregulated environment. The demand for power is steadily increasing as the population
increases, thus making the power grid less stable. Despite this, the transmission capacity
of the grid has remained static. A rise in disturbances can be expected with any system as
system utilization increases. Without the proper insight into the different regions of the
power grid, operators and equipment can’t be expected to react in a timely manner to
stabilize the grid.

The current communications system of the power grid provides

inadequate situational awareness amongst the various regions.

These events were

highlighted during the cascading blackout on 14 August 2003 that lasted four days in
some areas and costs the economy of the U.S. billions of dollars. The neighboring
regions of Ohio-based First Energy failed to notice the lack of data arriving on their
monitoring systems and the resulting alarms. The failure of those monitoring systems
was critical, and was one of the contributing factors to the blackout that cascading far
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beyond First Energy’s borders. One way to assist in correcting this problem is to create a
national utility intranet to enhance communication on the power grid, thus providing
better insight to the various power system operators.
The power industry is moving towards the next generation communications
system to meet the increased demands being placed on the power grid. Such efforts as
IEC 61850, UCA 2.0, and WAMS in the Western U.S. are proof the electrical power
industry is moving toward a utility intranet based on Internet standards, but private to the
power industry. The utility intranet will provide the monitoring, protection, and control
needed by the power community to properly manage system stability.

All newly

developed power grid equipment will be developed meeting the previously mentioned
standards so the communications system of the power grid will become interconnected
over time, just as the power grid itself is integrated. This equipment will slowly replace
older technology and improve situational awareness throughout the grid.
While a utility intranet is a great starting point, care must be taken to ensure it
meets the performance needs of the power community. A utility intranet will provide
many advantages to enhance monitoring of the power system over the serial link systems
in place in most parts of the power grid today. Capacity, communication protocols,
security, QoS parameters, competing background traffic using the same bandwidth,
reservations systems, and routing schemes must be evaluated to ensure the
communications system meets the time-sensitive, bandwidth intensive demands placed
on it by the power grid.
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Conclusions of Research
This research explores the use of a SPS for counteracting and stabilizing power
system instability.

The SPS is highly dependent on the underlying communication

architecture for rapidly and reliably responding to electromechanical instabilities like the
one described in the previous section. While using the SPS, experiments were conducted
using different routing schemes while exploring different transport layer protocols in the
presence of competing background traffic. All simulations tested the performance of not
using reservations, followed buy middleware and router reservations.
A total of 480 simulations were run based on 48 different scenarios. A total of 10
simulations were run per configuration. While not ideal, it did provide enough data to
make some sound conclusions.

First, UDP performed faster than TCP across all

background traffic load scenarios for the shortest path and PPRN routing schemes. The
difference was greatest when simulations were run with no reservations, followed by
middleware reservations, and finally router reservations.
Based on the above results the protocol of choice for the utility intranet is UDP.
This choice is made possible because of the modifications made to UDP to guarantee
delivery of packets. Without the modifications, UDP wouldn't provide the reliability
needed to meet the time-sensitive needs of the power grid.
Both the Floyd Warshall Shortest Path and PPRN routing schemes had similar
performance times with no background and light background traffic loads.

As the

background traffic loads increased to the medium and heavy levels, PPRN routing
functioned more efficiently. This was a result of the shortest path routes being more
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congested than PPRN routes since PPRN attempts to spread the load in a smart manner
while the shortest path only uses the shortest path route for each commodity.
When there wasn't any background traffic or the background traffic was at the
light level, all reservations schemes performed in similar fashions. As background traffic
levels increased, middleware and router reservations proved superior then not having any
reservations.

Overall, router reservations performed best because of their complete

knowledge of all SPS agent traffic on the network.
As the power community develops a utility intranet, this research promotes the
use of PPRN using router reservations with the modified UDP transport layer protocol.
This configuration should be sufficient to meet the QoS requirements demanded by the
power grid even in the presence of significant levels of background traffic.
Significance of Research
The results of this research can be used by the power community as they
determine the best way to implement a utility intranet. This research uses IEC 61850 and
UCA 2.0 compliant methodologies and doesn't require any modifications to meet the
specifications of the next generation power system equipment.
There have been other middleware and router approaches to bandwidth
reservations on an intranet but the approach presented in this research is more robust and
flexible. Middleware typically doesn’t have knowledge of all the traffic on a network,
thus can drop time-sensitive packets. By using router reservations, all traffic is accounted
for and not likely to be dropped. Reservation schemes like RSVP and MPLS typically
waste bandwidth when the reserving party is not utilizing the reservation, but the
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approach presented here allows other traffic sources to use the reservation as long as the
reservation is not needed by the reserving party.
It's important we secure the critical infrastructure of our country to protect our
vital interest. Currently, an outage caused in one area of the power grid can cascade to
affect a much larger area.

If the U.S military was marshalling for a large scale

deployment and a blackout occurred that affected the entire east and west coast it could
have a serious impact on our ability to deploy in a timely manner. The results of this
research can go a long way to providing the better insight needed by the power
community to prevent such large scale blackouts.
Recommendations for Future Research
The following topics are suggestions for follow-on research to this thesis and
potential areas for future research in this subject area.
SPS Simulations
The simulations in this research were run with a SPS that requires three messages
with any timestamp from each load and generation agent. The original SPS used in this
thesis requires three messages from each load and generation agent with identical time
stamps all received within 100 ms of each other. The scenarios could be run with SPSs
that have different requirements to see if the results are consistent and still meet the QoS
requirements of the utility intranet.
Integrate with Trust Based System
Research was conducted by Coates [32] that addresses trust-based security
mechanisms for a national utility intranet. Both research efforts can be combined to
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conduct simulations while implementing the security requirements of his research.
Security of the data traversing the utility intranet is crucial but it can't interfere with the
time-sensitive requirements needed to ensure a stable power grid. This would go a long
way to implementing a utility intranet that also meets security requirements.
Integrate with AFIT's Critical Infrastructure Lab
The initial steps have been taken to integrate this research with the newly
developed critical infrastructure lab (CIL) at AFIT. Outages can be caused on the CIL
and fed to the simulator to see how it will be handled. The goal is show how we can
prevent outages in one area from cascading throughout the grid. The CIL gives us a
realistic environment to conduct such simulations and show a lot of potential for growth.
Summary
This chapter provided a big picture of the problem set followed by a summary of
the results of this research. The significance and potential impact this research can have
on the creation of a national utility intranet and protection it can provide to the power
sector of our countries critical information infrastructure is given.
recommendations for future research are presented.
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Lastly, some

Appendix A: Software needed to run Simulations Described in Thesis
Listed below is the recommended software needed in order to properly set up and
run a simulation as demonstrated in this thesis:
A. TortoiseCVS version 1.8.31 or later version in order to download and upload
code on the CVS server. Any version control software can be used in place of
TortoiseCVS if desired.
B. WinMerge version 2.6.8.0 or later version in order to compare different
versions of the same file to see what has been modified. This is especially
useful for comparing the contents of the Makefile file.
C. A copy of the latest EPOCHS code to include swap files.
D. The latest version of Cygwin in order to provide a Linux-like environment for
Windows.
E. Network simulator version 2 to be run inside of Cygwin.
F. PSSE in order to run the power flow simulations that will integrate with NS2
via EPOCHS.
G. PPRN in order to solve multicommodity network flow problems with
linear/nonlinear objective function and with/without linear side constraints.
PPRN is viewed as a general package for solving a high variety of network
flow problems [33].
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Appendix B: Procedures for Setting up and Running Simulations
Procedures/Instructions
The following instructions will guide one trough the steps required to run a
simulation combining NS2, PSS/E, and EPOCHS simulators as described in this thesis.
All software and programs should be installed on the ‘C’ partition of your computer.
1. Ensure you get an account on the CVS server to allow you to check in and out
code.
2. Ensure you have TorToiseCVS version 1.8.31 or later installed. Another
program that allows you to connect to the CVS repository is sufficient. This
program will allow one to connect to the CVS repository to download the latest
EPOCHS code for running simulations. The following settings are needed for
TotoiseCVS:
a. CVSROOT: :ssh:username@telemark.afit.edu:22/home/afiten3/CVS/hybrid
b. Protocol: Secure shell(:ssh:)
c. Server: telemark.afit.edu
d. Port: 22
e. Repository folder: /home/afiten3/CVS/hybrid
f. User name: your username
g. Module: location where you are downloaded files (EPOCHS)
3. Ensure Cygwin and NS2 are installed on your simulation computer. When
installing Cygwin be sure to install all options and not just the default options.
4. Ensure all EPOCHS files are copied into the “c:/EPOCHS” folder.
5. Ensure all swap files are copied to the "c:/ken/swap/" folder. These files are
used so NS2 and Cygwin can talk to each other. NS2 and Cygwin will each write
and read from the swap files. The AgentHQ in EPOCHS will manage the
read/write process.
6. Install PSS/E and when prompted choose “60 Hz”.
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7. Ensure you copy all PSSE files to “c:/Program Files/PTI/PSSE30/PSSLIB/”
directory. Ensure the “mypssedll” directory is copied directly under the
“PSSLIB” directory.
8. Before and between running simulations always go to “/ken/swap” and run the
“reset.bat” command from a DOS window. This command deletes old files from
previous simulations.
9.
Before
running
a
simulation
go
into
"/EPOCHS/background_scenario/background_agent_code/convert_ieee.cpp" file
and make the following changes at the beginning of the file:
a. The simulations will be executed with either UDP or TCP agents for each
simulation. Make sure all "#define" agent statements are commented out except
for "#define UDP_Agents" or "#define TCP_Agents" depending on the type of
simulation you are running.
b. Go down a few lines until you see "#define BACKGROUND_TRAFFIC",
"#define LIGHT_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC", "#define
MEDIUM_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC", and "#define
HEAVY_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC" commands in the code. Use the following
settings:
1. No background traffic: leave all background traffic statements commented
out.
2. Light background traffic: uncomment “#define
LIGHT_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC".
3. Medium background traffic: uncomment "#define
LIGHT_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC" and "#define
MEDIUM_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC".
4.
Heavy
background
traffic:
LIGHT_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC"
MEDIUM_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC"
HEAVY_PERIODIC_TRAFFIC".

uncomment
and
and

“#define
"#define
"#define

c. Now you will identify which type of reservation your simulation will utilize.
A few lines further down you will see "#define NO_RESERVATIONS",
"#define ROUTER_RESERVATION", and "#define MIDDLEWARE" lines of
code. Use the following settings:
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1. No reservations: uncomment ""#define NO_RESERVATIONS".
2. Router reservations: uncomment "#define ROUTER_RESERVATIONS".
3. Middleware reservations: uncomment "#define MIDDLEWARE".
10. After all changes are made it's time to compile the code. Following the
below steps:
a. Open a windows command window.
b. In order for “nmake.exe” to execute you have to set the environment in
Windows to the correct settings, so navigate to “c:/Program Files/Microsoft
Visual Studio/VC98/Bin/” and run “VCVARS32.BAT”.
c. Navigate to "/EPOCHS/background_scenario/background_agent_code/" in a
windows command window.
d. Run "nmake /f makefile.vc" from windows command prompt.
e. Run "vc_convert_ieee.exe" from the same directory.
f. The "vc_convert_ieee.exe" file reads in
"/EPOCHS/background_scenario/
background_agent_code/nscript/dd50_exp2_01_20.cmf" file.
g. This command also creates a "nscript.tcl" file in the
"/EPOCHS/background_scenario/background_agent_code/nscript/" directory.
Copy the "nscript.tcl" file to the "/ken/swap/" directory.
11. After completing the above steps and before running a simulation, make the
following changes to “/EPOCHS/ns-allinone-2.29/ns-2.29/queue/queue.cc”:
a. If you are doing router reservations uncomment “#define
DROP_RANDOM”.
b. If you are doing middleware reservations uncomment “#define
DROP_WEIGHTED_RANDOM”. The “DROP_WEIGHTED_RANDOM”
function is set to allow 10% of non-reservation traffic to traverse the router to
the application.
c. If you aren’t using reservations it doesn’t matter since the file will not be
used. When using router or middleware reservations only one of the statements
will be commented out and only one statement will be used, never both.
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12. Open the file “/EPOCHS/ns-allinone-2.29/ns-2.29/classifier/classifierhash.cc” and run each simulation with one of the following two options turned
on for each simulation:
a. Uncomment “#define IGNORE_FLOW_ID” to use routing based on the
shortest hop. Leave “#define HIGHEST_PROB_FLOW_ID” commented out.
b. Uncomment “#define HIGHEST_PROB_FLOW_ID” to use routing based
on the optimized routing scheme produced by PPRN. Leave “#define
IGNORE_FLOW_ID” commented out.
c. Run “make.exe” from a Cygwin window in “/EPOCHS/ns-allinone-2.29/ns2.29/”.
d. Copy “/EPOCHS/ns-allinone-2.29/ns-2.29/ns.exe” to “/ken/swap”.
13. Before proceeding please see “Random Number Generator Seed in TCL” and
“Random Noise Generation” sections at the end of this appendix for introducing
randomness and noise into the simulations.
14. Now you are ready to begin the simulation you just setup. Open a windows
command window and two Cygwin command windows.
15. In a DOS command prompt run "/ken/swap/reset" to erase old files.
16. In one Cygwin window navigate to "/ken/swap/" and type in "gdb ns.exe".
Then type "run nscript.tcl". This will start the NS2 simulator.
17. Go to "start  programs  PSSE 30  Dynamics_30 4000 Buses (pssds4)".
This will start the PSS/E simulator.
18. Now it's time to configure PSS/E for the simulation. Follow the below steps:
a. Choose "LOFL" (Load Flow) from the buttons across the top of the window.
b. Choose "CASE" from the first row of buttons.
c. Navigate to "/EPOCHS/PSSE
Files/xiaoru_psse_code/dd50fl_exp2_detailc.sav" and click "Open".
d. Choose "Fact / Rtrn" from the buttons on the first row.
e. Choose "File  Input  Read dynamics model data (DYRE)".
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f. Choose "Select…" next to "DYRE file", choose "/EPOCHS/PSSE
Files/xiaoru_psse_code/dd50dy_exp2_detail.dyr".
g. Choose "Select…" next to "CONEC file", choose "/EPOCHS/PSSE
Files/xiaoru_psse_code/my_conec.flx".
h. Choose "Select…" next to "CONET file", choose "/EPOCHS/PSSE
Files/xiaoru_psse_code/my_conet.flx". Click "OK".
i. Next choose "Edit  Dynamics Data (ALTR)  Solution parameters".
j. Set "Acceleration" and "Delta" and "Frequency filter" to ".002" and click
"OK" and then "Exit".
k. Now choose some additional parameters to observe during the simulation.
For this research I choose "CHAN  Angle" and enter nodes "67, 93, 99, 104,
110, 111, 117, 124, 132" and click "OK" after entering each node. When
finished click "No More". Choose "Exit".
19. Click "STRT" to begin the PSS/E simulation engine.
20. PSS/E will prompt for a "Channel Output File", click "Cancel".
21. PSS/E will prompt for a "Snapshot file", click "Cancel".
22. Choose "RUN" and enter ".000" in the "Run to" text box and click "OK".
23. Click on "Disturbance  Line Fault  Select…" and choose from "Node 1"
to "Node 25". Click "OK" and "OK" again.
24. Choose "RUN" again and enter ".07" in the "Run to" text box and click
"OK".
25. Click on "Disturbance  Trip Branch  Select…" and choose from "Node
1" to "Node 25". Click "OK" and "OK" again.
26. Choose "RUN" again and enter "2" in the "Run to" text box and click "OK".
If the simulation doesn’t finish, keep adding a second to the simulation until it
completes. It shouldn’t run longer than one second. After the simulation
completes you need to collect the output files to analyze. Locate and analyze
the following files in the "/ken/swap/" directory:
a. three_values.txt
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b. final_stats.txt
c. threshold_values.txt
d. center_spd_continuous.txt
e. center_spd_values.txt
f. gen_pmo.txt
g. pdelta_values.txt
Random Number Generator Seed in TCL
The following TCL instructions need to be added to the beginning of each
"nscript.tcl" file to seed the random number generator with a different value to ensure the
simulations don't produce the exact results with each execution:
#RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SEEDING
# seed the default RNG
global defaultRNG
$defaultRNG seed 0
# set the random number seed here
ns-random defaultRNG
By setting the random number generator seed to '0' the system will set the seed
based on the current time of the day and a counter.
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